themes are playing out in those markets, with companies turning to dealmaking
to scale up and to digitize their customer and adviser journeys.
Wealth Management M&A: Scale Up and In Europe and Asia, deals are aimed at building regional growth as well as both
Digitize
upmarket and down-market expansion. Some of the activity takes the form of
Even as companies race to consolidate, they learn that scale partnerships or investments instead of traditional M&A. For example, UBS
is not enough.
expanded its product offerings by partnering with wealth-tech platform
By Antonio Rodrigues and Markus Habbel – Bain & Company
Envestnet, while LGT’s stake in digital LIQID gives it access to new customer
The wealth management industry has seen prolific groups.
M&A activity in all sectors over the past few years as
it trends toward market consolidation. And 2021 set Wealth management M&A practitioners should expect to see a prolonged period
of activity ahead. Three market forces are at play: 1- increased private equity
a record in strategic deal value.
interest, 2 - incumbents’ continuing search for higher growth adjacencies, and 3
• Strategic buyers are pursuing both scale and scope deals to expand their - the ongoing need for technological innovation.
businesses and acquire new wealth-tech capabilities.
Private equity has been a major force in market consolidation, especially in the
• While much of the activity is in the US, dealmaking in Europe and Asia is not US RIA sector. In 2016, the sector saw 68 private equity deals; by 2020, that
far behind.
nearly doubled, to 122 deals. Strategic buyers must anticipate continued
• Many of these trends are expected to continue, propelled by private equity’s competition from private equity firms, which are sitting on significant dry powder
interest in wealth-tech companies, the financial strength of incumbents, and and are eager to acquire wealth-tech companies.
the critical need for digital capabilities.
Incumbent players are continuing to enjoy a profitable period. They have the
financial power for acquisitions that provide higher growth platforms and that
The wealth management industry has entered a phase of accelerated M&A widen their scope and build regional scale.
activity. Deal value records were set in 2020 and 2021 as companies sought to Technological innovation will continue to propel M&A activity. It is becoming
reshape the industry across major sectors (see Figure 1). Corporations looking to increasingly critical for companies to deliver key digital capabilities, such as
stay current with the market are using both scale and scope deals to get ahead digital advisers and client experiences, while simultaneously relying on
of the emerging disruption in the industry.
technology to increase productivity. These demands will continue to lead
companies to the M&A arena, with players acquiring capabilities through scope
Many companies find that
scale is a necessity to remain deals as they also seek deals that will give them the scale needed to fund growing
tech investments.
competitive. Consolidation

Nick’s Corner

provides access to brand and
marketing benefits as well as
the capital needed to invest
in large-scale technical
improvements to keep
capabilities current.

Heightened activity turns up the pressure on buyers. The mounting
competitiveness delivers higher valuations, and buyers need to work harder than
ever to justify deals and make them succeed. The best companies work to
develop a clear deal thesis, look to all sources of value creation as part of the
deal, and then execute with a well-devised integration plan (see Figure 2). As part
of this effort, more buyers will look beyond cost synergies to revenue synergies
M&A has proven the most efficient way to build scale across the industry’s main and take a disciplined approach to achieving them.
sectors.
Above all, companies need
• The fragmented North American Registered Investment Advisor (RIA) sector
a clear view on M&A
is home to so much activity that there is a consolidation deal taking place
strategy and a willingness
nearly every week. It is to the point that some platforms are starting to
to jump into the fray. As
achieve true scale. For example, in early December, Toronto-based
more companies use M&A
aggregator CI Financial announced that it is buying both Regent Atlantic, a
to build scale economics
$6 billion New York-based registered investment adviser, and Columbia
and
acquire
today’s
Pacific Wealth Management, a $6.4 billion adviser based in Seattle and San
capabilities
that
will
Francisco. The deals represent two of CI’s 30 acquisitions in the US, pushing
become tomorrow’s table
the company’s total US RIA assets to $115 billion.
stakes, those that sit on
• Similarly, the large US retirement market also is turning to M&A to the side-lines are likely to end up staying there.
consolidate. Empower Retirement completed no fewer than four scale
acquisitions over the past two years.
Client Services
• And in US brokerage, market leaders are consolidating to create efficiencies
in an increasingly competitive business. Consider Schwab’s acquisition of TD The estimated go live on the blockchain project is Q4 2022.
Ameritrade.
Go Live Principles:
But even as they grow via acquisitions, companies are finding that scale alone is
insufficient for leadership. Scope deals are becoming more critical with the
emergence of wealth-tech players that serve new and adjacent wealth
management markets. Funding for wealth-tech assets reached a record $12.7
billion during the first three quarters of 2021, more than doubling the amount
invested in all of 2020. Incumbent wealth managers are reacting to the new
competition and its new technology capabilities by turning to M&A. JPMorgan
Chase bought Nutmeg, a UK online wealth management platform in 2021.
Goldman Sachs got in the game with its acquisition of United Capital in 2019,
followed fast by its purchase of Folio Financial in 2020. In the retirement sector,
scope deals are aimed at giving buyers retail capabilities. For example,
Empower’s 2020 acquisition of Personal Capital created an end-to-end financial
planning service for customers. Meanwhile, Creative Planning is buying Lockton’s
US retirement business to expand the range of services it offers.

•
•
•
•
•

Business as usual – Client process to remain the same
Log off Friday, login Monday with new URL
No change to file formats
Web services and front-end upload and downloads remain the same
Web services will remain in place up to 6 months after go live

Are you Ready for Go Live?
▪ Have your users received their blockchain passwords?
▪ Are they familiar with the blockchain user interface platform?
✓ Documentation and videos - available under “Communication”
▪ Is your company and are users set up correctly?
▪ Have you tested your daily procedures?
✓ Downloading files e.g., fund accounts, trades, confirms, prices, etc.
✓ Holding balances (which are no longer in the CT file)
▪ Is IT aware that web services will need a new password & URL?
Much of the recent wealth management deal activity has taken place in the US,
▪ Can your systems accept ISO currency code standards, i.e., ZAR and NAD?
but companies in Europe and Asia are just a step behind. Many of the same
▪ Are you aware of the discontinuation of FTP for price downloads?

▪

Have you migrated from the free format files to the original file formats?

Blockchain Web Services Change
FinSwitch will be migrating all web services users to the Chain. Users cannot be migrated with their existing credentials (security). The new system also uses a
key and password for authentication, which is different to the current login name and password.
The following will need to be actioned and we will communicate with clients closer to the time:
1. Capture the details of the Technical Administrator by adding his/her details through the system’s user interface. This can be found under the “User
Management” menu item.
2. Upload a file with the names of all the web service users that need to be migrated, along with the company code and other necessary information.
3. Once this file is submitted, the system will generate keys for all the web service users with the following attributes per key:
a. Key Name (system generated)
b. Company Name (based on the Company Code that was submitted in the file)
c. Key Description (this will be the web service username that was submitted in the file)
d. Expiry Date
4. He/she will be able to see the list of generated keys and associated attribute values
5. For a password to be generated, the Technical Administrator must reset the password and copy the password that is created and shown on the screen.
6. Thereafter a file with the feature permissions for the web service user must be uploaded. An example of a feature permission is “Allowed to bypass
authorization”.
Zero Balances Project
We are continuing to engage with ManCo’s and LISP’s in order to reduce the number of zero balances that are being sent in the confirmation files. To date
there are still a staggering number of zero balances being sent on a daily basis. Our latest stats are showing that 11 545 zero balances are being sent for
accounts that are linked and 4 478 being sent for accounts that are not linked on FinSwitch. These numbers become astronomical when looking at it over a
period of a month. We therefore urge those clients that have been approached to action the necessary, so we can start seeing significant reductions in these
numbers.
A big thank you to all clients that have actioned this!
We will continue to engage with the clients that have not remove these accounts.
Best Wishes
Tasneem Gydien
Manager: Client Relations

